Spring Nature Break
Birds
Birds can be found everywhere. Use your eyes, your ears and maybe even
your hands or feet to find beautiful birds in a green space near you!
CRAFT: Birds are unique in their ability to fly. In the spring we often see groups of geese flying together in
a “V” shape. Create a paper airplane or print this flying V Airplane Template and see how well the “V” shape
helps the airplane fly. Make a second airplane and see which shape makes the most efficient and smooth flyer.
EXPLORATION: Go out into your yard, local green space or walk down a sidewalk looking for birds.
Create your own scavenger hunt or print this Bird Scavenger Hunt to be able to keep track of some of the
characteristics or bird species that you find. If you have access to a device that can download apps, Merlin
Bird ID is a free app that helps you identify birds based on location, date, size, main colors, and where the
bird was found and could be fun to take with you on your bird adventure.
GAME: Some birds spend winter in a southern state or country because Michigan does not have the type
of food that they need. Spring is a time when these birds come back, build nests and lay eggs. These journeys
are not always the easiest due to obstacles in the birds’ ways. Create an obstacle course that you have to fly
through to get from Florida to Michigan without dying. Some examples of obstacles include:
• Wind turbines
• Hunters
• Fog
• Destroyed wetlands
• Storms
• Skyscrapers
• Windows in houses
• Outdoor cat

Blue Jay
Trail Hours:

19 miles of trails open year-round, dawn-to-dark daily!
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